BOLD and BRILLIANT. Say YES to YAWAL USA

HIGH PERFORMANCE WINDOWS AND DOORS FEATURING BEST IN CLASS
QUALITY, TECHNOLOGY, ENERGY EFFICIENCY AND CONTEMPORARY DESIGN

Say YES to the YAWAL USA LINEAR DRAINAGE SYSTEM
Linear drainage is a gutter installed at the level of the floor used to
condensate drainage which inflow to the structure and those
which create inside of the structure.
The special design of the solution, in which one of the lower widening
walls is inclined, ensures gravitation outflow of water to the gutter.
Additionally, the lower widening is available with milled drainage holes,
which create channels allowing the water flow.
The linear drainage system of the Yawal company is equipped in specially
designed connectors which make it possible to bend the gutter at any
angle.

yawalusa.com

ALUMINUM + ARCHITECTURE

LINEAR DRAINAGE SYSTEM SIGNIFICANT BENEFITS

Saves time required to prefabricate profiles

Combines seamlessly with other Yawal USA systems

Gravitational outflow of drainage thanks to inclined lower
widening wall

Connectors which allow any shapes of gutters

Aesthetic perforated metal sheet INOX

LINEAR DRAINAGE WITHIN THE MOREVIEW SLIDER SYSTEM

LINEAR DRAINAGE WITHIN THE PASSIVE SYSTEM

LINEAR DRAINAGE WITHIN THE PANO LIFT’N’SLIDE SYSTEM

Why it is a Yes to Yawal USA?
Product - Windows and Doors designed to meet the needs and desires of contemporary marketplace.
Performance - A clear leader in thermal performance, along with a functional and intelligent design that is very attractive for
the end user.
Technology - European innovation with advanced solutions on thermal, acoustic, health and safety.
Reliability - Durable, tested, warranted and a 30+ year track record.
Design - Bold and Brilliant. Slim frames, smart hinges, wider oversize spans, built for maximum healthy natural light.
Our World - Environmentally focused, sustainable product manufactured by a company committed to true social
responsibility.

Yawal Inc. - 70 Leroy Street, Tenafly, NJ 07670, USA
T. 845-304-2396, office@yawalusa.com, www.yawalusa.com

LINEAR DRAINAGE SYSTEM

Linear drainage integrated with the frame

